
POETICS

bounds divide." The belief that the genius (q.v.;
"spirit") and lunatic ("driven by the Moon") are
fed from the same springs has never departed
Western culture.

In the subsequent history of Western poetics,
major alterations in this conception are but two:
with the advent of Christianity, transfer of the
locus of generation from pagan gods to a Christian
God, and with the advent of secular psychology,
from external inspiration to internal creation. And
while Plato clearly distinguishes between m. which
is divinely inspired and that caused by physical
disease ("our greatest blessings come to us byway
of m.," says Socrates, "provided the m. is given us
by divine gift" [tr. Dodds]), the subsequent devel.
of the concept of m. has served mainly to call the
very notion into question.

The phrase furor poeticus is however not Cl. but
Ren. Lat.; in Ficino's 1482 It. tr. of Plato, the Ion
is given the subtitle, Defurorepoetico; thereafter the
term is a commonplace of Ren. poetics (q.v.). The
doctrine of divine inspiration first appears in Fr.
in LTnstructif de la seconde rhetorique (1501) and
forms an important part of the poetic theories of
both Ronsard and Montaigne (Patterson). But in
England its reception was cooler: Sidney in the
Defence mouths the traditional (Neoplatonist) line
but also insists on the power of the poet as maker,
and in Astrophil and Stella (74) rejects p. m. out-
right. The notion of divine origination and control
of poetic creation ran counter to the emergent
Ren. spirit of scientific rationalism, as well as the
profound Humanist distrust of the irrational and
immoral. To a Humanist, it would be sacrilege to
assign to mere mortals qualities of the divine.

But in romantic poetics (q.v.), the role of the
poet is given new primacy as both visionary (see
VISION) and tormented outcast (see POETE
MAUDIT). And though inspiration is now dissoci-
ated from divinity for some of the romantics, or
else transferred to a pantheistic source, the aes-
thetics of spontaneity, originality, and imagination
(qq.v.) all affirm intensified consciousness. To po-
ems the result of intoxication or hallucination are
now added poems given in a dream or reverie—
Coleridge's "Kubla Khan," Poe's "The Raven"—
though Coleridge himself calls "Kubla Khan" a
"psychological curiosity."

Modern reformulations of the idea of p. m.
derive almost entirely from the emergence of psy-
chology in the late 19th c. The connection to the
concept in antiquity is simply the new belief that
creativity is the work of the id not the ego. To
Freud (in his essay "The Relation of the Poet to
Day-Dreaming" and elsewhere), the artist is neu-
rotic and his work is a by-product and symbolic
statement of his disturbance, particularly so in
that, for Freud, the unconscious itself works by
processes that are tropological. But for Jung, crea-
tive activity puts the poet in touch with the primal
source of human vitality, the energy welling up
from the collective unconscious; it synthesizes id

as eros and ego as will to power in a productive act.
All this is only to say that poets who really are

mad, like Lucretius, Villon, Marlowe, Collins,
Smart, Blake, Nerval, Holderlin, Nietzsche, and
Pound, or, at the very least exhibited marked
personality disorders, nevertheless seem able,
thereby, to access regions of creativity not available
to others. The question of who is mad thus begins
to seem really the question of who gets to define
the criteria: on aesthetic criteria, it is bourgeois
materialism and philistinism which seem mad.

The issue of whether art is neurotic or emblem
of deeper health has been explored by Thomas
Mann, Kenneth Burke, Lionel Trilling ("Art and
Neurosis"), and esp. by Edmund Wilson: in The
Wound and the Bow (1941), "wound" refers to the
artist's neurosis, and "bow" to the art which is its
compensation. Now poetry like all art is a catharsis
(q.v.) for the poet, whereas for the Greeks it was
one for the audience. Even I. A. Richards' theory
of poetry was originally neurologically based, em-
phasizing interinanimations, synergism, and
wholeness, though few now remember that. P. m.
was for the Greeks a myth. It still is. Poetic creativ-
ity was a mystery. It still is.
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POETIC PRINCIPLE. See POETIC FUNCTION;
EQUIVALENCE.

POETICS.

I. WESTERN
A. Theoretical
B. Historical

II. EASTERN

A. Theoretical
B. Historical

I. WESTERN. A. Theoretical The term "p." has
been used in the West in several senses. In recent
decades it has been applied to almost every hu-
man activity, so that often it seems to mean little
more than "theory" (q.v.); such usage is the most
general and least useful. Applied to the works of
authors, as in "the p. of Dostoevski]," it means
something like "implicit principles"; for discus-
sion of the relation between extrinsic theory and
intrinsic principles, see RULES. More narrowly, the
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term has been used to denote "theory of lit.," i.e.
"theory of literary discourse": this usage is more
productive because it remains framed within the-
ory of (verbal) discourse and it specifically retains
the concept of the literary, i.e. the distinction
between literary and nonliterary. Critics who have
denied that distinction, extending "textuality"
(q.v.) beyond the realm of the verbal, hold a mi-
nority view. This is the sense used by Aristotle, who
bases the Poetics on verse drama, and by most
20th-c. theorists, e.g.Jakobson, operating after the
collapse of the Cl. theory of genres. Part of the
virtue of this usage is that it will allow concepts
such as "the p. of prose." For Northrop Frye, p. is
"theory of crit." (Anatomy 22), which is one level
up from "theory of lit."; for discussion of p. as
theory of crit., see METACRITICISM.

Granting the distinction of the literary, the most
specific sense of "p." denotes "theory of poetry."
Taking the term in this sense entails the claim that
there is a fundamental distinction between the
modes of verse and prose (q.v.). There have been
two views taken, in the hist, of crit., on whether the
mode or form of verbal discourse is essential to
category distinctions within the "literary" or, in-
deed, to "the literary" (lit.) itself. Aristotle holds
that it is not metrical form which makes for poetry
but rather mimesis—a skillfully contrived imitation
(q.v.) of actions that is convincing. Texts set in
versified form but which lack this motive, such as
Empedocles' versified history, are not poetry for
Aristotle (Poetics 1). For him, "poetry" inheres in
the purpose not the form (though cf. Rhet.
3.1.1404a). And so Sidney and Shelley after him:
"poetry" can be written in prose, and many versi-
fied texts are not worthy of the name of "poetry."
So too, in our time, Wallace Stevens, for whom
"poetry is not the lang. of poetry but the thing
itself, wherever it may be found. It does not mean
verse any more than philosophy means prose"
(Opus posthumous]. Most such critics are implicitly
Longinian, ascribing to "poetry" some transcen-
dent mode of thought, imagination (q.v.), or in-
sight which prose form could also convey.

The opposing view is that verseform matters,
that form makes an irrevocable difference to po-
etry. The 5th-c. Sophist, Gorgias, in the Defense of
Helen, holds that poetry is but one lang.-use among
several for persuasion (or delusion): the differen-
tia is the verseform. Subsequent critics who take
verseform to be not ornamental but constitutive
have included Scaliger, Coleridge, Jakobson, and
the Rus. and Am. formalists (see VERSE AND
PROSE). Such critics recognize the additional re-
sources afforded for expression of transcendent
thought, imagination, or insight by increased pat-
tern or design, in aural prosody, and by strategies
of deployment in visual prosody. Jakobson in his
1958 white paper on "Linguistics and P." asserts
that p. "deals primarily with the question, 'what
makes a verbal message a work of art?'" His an-
swer, which is the Rus. Formalist answer, is that

self-referentiality—the "poetic function" (q.v.)—
is the one characteristic of poetic lang. Admit-
tedly, this function also operates in other pat-
terned forms of speech such as political slogans
and advertising jingles ("I like Ike"). But in other
lang.-use, sound patterning is secondary, whereas
in poetry it is made "the constitutive device of the
sequence" (see PROSODY) . Prose, "where there is
no dominant figure of sound," Jakobson likens to
"transitional" linguistic forms. Pace Aristotle, the
overwhelming majority of critics and readers in the
history of the world's poetries have believed that
verseform is an essential differentia of poetry which
enables effects not otherwise obtainable in prose.

P., then, is in the most specific sense a systematic
theory of poetry. It attempts to define the nature
of poetry, its kinds and forms, its resources of
device and structure, the principles that govern it,
the functions that distinguish it from other arts,
the conditions under which it can exist, and its
effects on readers or auditors. The term itself
derives from the title of Aristotle's work on verbal
making, Peri pioetike—fragmentary and perhaps
only lecture notes to begin with—which is the
prototype of all later treatises on the art of poetry,
formal or informal (e.g. Horace, Dante, Sidney,
Shelley, Valery).

There have been two formal models produced
within the past half-century which pertain to p.
The most comprehensive taxonomy, given by
Abrams in 1953 (see POETRY, THEORIES OF) , posits
a model which has four orientations poetic theo-
ries may take: toward the work itself (objective or
formalist theories), toward the audience (prag-
matic or affective theories), toward the world (mi-
metic or realistic theories), and toward the poet-
creator (expressive or romantic theories). All
literary theorists recognize these orientations; they
only disagree about their respective valuations.
The communication model mapped by Jakobson,
more complex but not essentially different in its
premises from Abrams', identifies six components
of any verbal discourse: the transactional contin-
uum of course runs from speaker (poet) through
message (text) to audience (auditor, reader), but
the text itself must also comprise the context,
contact type, and code (lang.) which make it pos-
sible. For Jakobson like most others it is the nature
of the code which is the major issue: it is lang.
which has been the model and trope for the major
intellectual inquiries in the 20th c.

Western p. over the past three millennia has
moved in three major waves (see section IB be-
low) . P. in the Aristotelian trad, was overwhelm-
ingly objectivist and formalist down to the 18th c.,
with a lesser, Horatian strain being more affective
and rhetorical but consonant with Aristotle (How-
ell); the literary mode valorized was the epic.
Subsequently, romantic p., expressivist, restored
the perceiving subject, consciousness, emotion
(q.v.), and the Longinian sublime (q.v.) to the
frame of what poetry presents; romantic p. ex-
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erted influence on poetic praxis (though not on
theory) well into the 20th c.: its mode was the lyric.
In the 20th c., p. moved steadily toward the meta-
critical or theoretical. In the first half of the cen-
tury, p. was again objectivist and formalist (Rus.
Formalist, Am. New Critical, Structuralist), with
an affectivist undercurrent in phenomenology
(Ransom drew upon Hegel; Wellek's definition of
poetry derives from Ingarden). In the last half of
the century, however, literary theory has retreated
from the work of crit. common to all Western
critics from Aristotle through the mid 20th c.—ar-
ticulating a p. inductively, on the basis of critical
praxis—to the metacritical task of asking, rather,
what would constitute an adequate p., what ques-
tions it must answer, and what entailments those
answers have. In so doing, postformalist crit. has
called into question most of the major assump-
tions of Western p., though in practice it has
continued the close reading of texts while moving
further into readerly affectivism. In general, we
may say that Western p., unlike the several Eastern
p. which have mainly concerned themselves with
the expressive and affective powers of lit. (see
section II below), has mainly taken as its central
problem the issue of the reliability of verbal rep-
resentations of the external world, i.e. mimesis (see
REPRESENTATION AND MIMESIS; IMITATION). The

main issue has been dispute over the nature and
(objective) veracity of a work's depiction of "real-
ity," whatever that is taken to be.

Put another way, the great specter haunting
Western p. has been the issue of subjectivity.
There have been repeated efforts since ancient
times to establish p. on an objective basis, either
as science or philosophy, and repeated counteref-
forts to deny it that status; the dispute concerns
what kind of activity p. is and what its objects are.
There have been strong proponents on both sides
(see Hrushovski). On the objectivist side have
stood all who view p. as a science: Classicists and
philologists; the Rus. Formalists; the Czech, Fr.,
and Am. structuralists; nearly all linguists; critics
who admit empirical methods in psychological
crit. or stylistics (qq.v); and critics who use statis-
tical analysis or mathematical modeling. Other
objectivist critics such as I. A. Richards and the
New Critics (esp. Wimsatt) have insisted on an
exclusive orientation to the text while yet ada-
mantly opposing poetry to science. Nonobjectivist
critics ("subjective" is too limited) treat art not
primarily as an object but as an experience, subjec-
tive or intersubjective, whether in the making (see
EXPRESSION) or the reception: such critics include
phenomenologists (see GENEVA SCHOOL), reader-
oriented critics (see READER-RESPONSE CRITI-
CISM), and, significantly, Aristotle himself (see
below).

Jakobson, for example, held that since poems
are verbal works of art, their rules fell within the
purview of linguistics, as the global science of all
verbal behavior. But others (e.g. Brogan, Intro.)

have argued that this is the wrong plane of cleav-
age: poems are verbal works of art, hence their
study falls within the domain of aesthetics rather
than science, science being, strictly speaking, only
a procedure for empirical verification of hypothe-
ses which are objectively verifiable. The objects of
study in science are objective phenomena the
truth values of which constitute "facts"; the objects
of literary study, on the other hand, are intersub-
jective meanings and values generated from an
object which is itself a structure of forms (lang.),
not marks on pieces of paper (see POETRY).

But this question about p. really amounts to the
question of what, exactly, a poem is, i.e. whether it
is an objective entity capable of being understood
or analyzed with methods such that the results will
be the same regardless of the reader, or whether
the perception of a poem and the construction of
meanings in and through it by readers results in
inevitable and irreducible variability of response,
making "the poem" seem more an interpersonal
transaction or process than an object. In this latter
view, the structures of poetry turn out to be not
inherent in "the poem" itself but the rules or
procedures of cognition as yet largely undiscov-
ered by cognitive science, but incl. the conventions
of meaning-making and legitimization which are
constructed by communities of readers. But all
this eventually comes to but a single question, the
issue of how much variability in interpretation
(q.v.) is permissible, and what factors control the
process of interp. The most immediate answer
would be that structures in the text are the primary
determinants (see PROSODY), though obviously
not the only ones; some critics hold that cultural
values (defined by these critics, stipulatively, as
"ideologies") control lang. hence control authors
who write texts hence control reader response. But
the link between reader and text is not determi-
nate: historically, lit. has nearly always been per-
ceived as a subversive act, which is why totalitarian
governments always seek to suppress lit. Regard-
less of which position one takes on any of these
issues, the nature of the process of interp. be-
comes central to p.

Seamon suggests that scientific p. and herme-
neutics (interp.) are fundamentally opposed, and
that the former is always undone by the latter:
interp. by its nature—always incomplete, always
generative—creates variability of response,
whereas if the interp. of literary works were sus-
ceptible to scientific method, a computer could
do it. More productively, we should see this oppo-
sition as antinomian, both processes being neces-
sary and productive so long as each is reconciled
to the fact of the other. Olsen shows that while
interp. denies p. its dream of objectivity, it will
always be necessary, for the critic's judgments are
irreplaceable. Scientific analysis—witness some of
Jakobson's own—will produce a virtual infinity of
facts about a poem, most of which are irrelevant.
It is only the critical mind that selects the few
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significant details from the mass of trivial ones.
Interp. always involves the collection of evidence
from a text so as to support a pattern of meaning
or value seen by a critic; interps. are therefore
arguments and can be countered by argument:
essentially they are rhetorical. On the other hand,
some questions about lit. which are admittedly
important ones are undeniably factual; certain
textual, philological, stylistic, and prosodic ques-
tions can only be answered definitively with facts,
"facts" being patterns in the available evidence
which no other analysis can presently contravene.
What is most of importance is to see that these are
not two kinds of answers to the same questions but
two answers to two different kinds of questions
which derive from two differing strata of the text.
Literary theory runs to excess in believing it need
not be grounded in texts; textual analysis runs to
excess in denying the necessity of critical judg-
ment in analysis (see METER, section IX).

The study of poems is always carried out on the
basis of implicit assumptions about what is there
and how it is to be taken: this means the reading
of poetry always already assumes some kind of a
theory. Conversely, theory requires poems to sub-
stantiate it, else it is mere speculation. Insofar as
one believes that verbal art is more directly art
than verbal, then p. must be viewed as a subset of
aesthetics. Insofar as one views verbal art as more
verbal than art, one can invalidate the distinctions
between the literary and the nonliterary and be-
tween rhetoric and p.

Poetry being the art of words cast in verseform,
every p. must therefore be based, either explicitly
or implicitly, on a theory of lang. and, behind that,
on a theory of mind, mind being the maker of lang.
The philosophy of lang. on which Western p. is
based, and the epistemology underlying it, derives
from the Greeks. Aristotle opens the Peri herme-
neias (On Interp.) with the first principles that
"spoken forms are symbols of mental impressions,
and written forms are symbols of the spoken forms.
And just as letters are not the same everywhere, so
are not the vocal forms; but what all these forms
[i.e. both spoken and written] are originally sym-
bols of, the mental impressions, they are the same
everywhere, and what the latter are likenesses of,
the things, they are also the same" (tr. H. Arens).
This account posits a four-level hierarchy running
(if we reverse the sequence) from noumena
(things-in-themselves) to phenomena, i.e. mental
impressions (sense data decoded/constructed in
consciousness and cognition) to speech (lang. as
sound) to writing.

This account rightly recognizes the arbitrari-
ness of lang. as a symbol system by making conven-
tion (q.v.) central to it (both writing systems and
phonologies vary from one lang. to another; they
are "not the same everywhere"), and it posits the
inferiority of written lang. to spoken that was tra-
ditionally accepted and still is mainly accepted by
linguists but denied by philosophical sceptics such

as Derrida (see DECONSTRUCTION). However, it is
the assumption that the phenomenal aspect of a
thing, as perceived in the mind, is the same for
every perceiver which constitutes the most funda-
mental divergence of modern epistemology from
Aristotelian doctrine, for the joint effects of
Cartesian dualism, 18th-c. empiricism, the roman-
tic doctrine of the imagination (q.v), 20th-c. psy-
chology, and modern information theory have
made this claim seem all but impossible. And the
final principle, that things prior to perception are
unitary, will seem, variously, either obvious and
indubitable or else unknowable to we who are
merely mortal.

For p., the central issues are the latter two of the
three relations between the four levels, namely
those of cognition to speech and speech to writing.
Both address directly the fundamental nature of
lang., i.e. verb a as res. The latter of these two
relations, that of written lang. to spoken lang.,
includes the issue of which mode of the two has
ontological priority (see SOUND; POETRY), which
Derrida used as one of the axioms of deconstruc-
tion. The former relation, that of mental represen-
tation to verbalization, concerns the question of
whether lang., when it recedes sense data or cog-
nitive data (incl. memory) or both into external-
ized forms (sound shapes, letters) subject to social
use, produces a modeling system which is mainly
mimetic (accurately descriptive, perhaps imita-
tive) of the phenomenal or even (possibly)
noumenal world (see REPRESENTATION AND MIME-
SIS) , or rather mainly constructive and fictive (see
FICTION), fashioning a "world" like enough to the
one presented to each individual by sense data so
as to be verisimilar (see VERISIMILITUDE), yet
which is of course in itself different by nature of
the symbolic coding systems involved. In either
case, it is certain that whatever descriptive ade-
quacy or "realism" is achieved by lang. is conveyed
by a mechanism that is fundamentally artificial
and alien to the original sensory stimuli, yet which
is nevertheless able to generate, by such wholly
indirect and other means, an analogue that is, if
defective in some respects ("blue" is not an attrib-
ute of objects but imposed in perception; hence
the word should be a verb not an adjective), nev-
ertheless accurate in others and seemingly adapt-
able, on the whole, to a wide variety of representa-
tional tasks.

When, now, lang. is used for narrative and dra-
matic lit. (esp. prose fiction), what is added is the
construction of fictive situations and characters,
devices which only deepen the representational
and mimetic functions of lang. Even style is meant
to represent the shape, pace, or direction of think-
ing or the states of sensibility, hence is ultimately
mimetic. The lang. itself, as medium, is still held
transparent. What is added when lang. is used for
poetry is that lang. is wrought to a greater degree
of design or pattern, thickening the medium—
words and the sounds of words—into a palpable
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density, opacity, or texture (Hegel, Ransom)
which is also brought into consciousness along
with the semantic character of words and made
contributory to meaning. The reader is aware not
only of words' meanings but also of words' bodies,
the symbols becoming concretized objects in their
own right, things to be felt, valued, and weighed
while, simultaneously, understood. The semantic
structures built from the words taken lexically and
syntactically are made more complex by the addi-
tion of excess pattern or form, achieved via rhy-
thm and repetition (qq.v). The reader's cognitive
responses to the poem are thereby enriched twice
over, once by addition of kinesthetic texture, once
by semantic intensification and compression
through form.

Some of the soundest observations of the 20th
c. on p. were given by Northrop Frye in the "Po-
lemical Intro." to his Anatomy ofCrit. (1957). Frye
had little interest in the linguistic and structural
p. of the half-century before him, and subsequent
critics have not been inclined to follow his grand
mythmaking, so he now seems something of an
isolated figure. And, indeed, the synthesizing, "sy-
noptic view of the scope, theory, principles, and
techniques of lit. crit." which Frye sought to give—
or, more precisely, sought to furnish reasons for—
has in succeeding decades seemed increasingly
less of a goal for critics. After 1967, many critics
retracted from all belief in objective knowledge
about or determinate meaning from texts. Many
postformalist and deconstruetive critics posited
the locus of interpretive authority in each reader,
denying any standards of value by which to sift and
prefer some interps. among the babble of them all
(though they themselves certainly did). The "too
enormous" gaps which Frye recognized in his own
theory were subsequently valorized rather than
filled. Many cultural critics, Marxists, and femi-
nists investigated social phenomena—gender,
race, class, power—as manifested in lit., though
not, primarily, so as to deepen our understanding
of the nature of lit. as, rather, to effect social
change. Consequently lit. itself came to be deval-
ued in "theory" as only one discourse among many,
and a suspect one at that. But lang. serves all ends,
some reactionary, some radical, some oppressive,
some liberating. The idea of disinterested inquiry
(see DISINTERESTEDNESS) is at present simply ab-
sent in crit., rejected on the claim that every in-
quiry is motivated by a "political" purpose. Two
millennia of Western philosophy did not think so.

The weakness of socially committed crit. is pre-
cisely that of the formalist crit. it attacked. All
single-issue and one-sided theories, said Frye, are
engaged in "substituting a critical attitude for
crit., all proposing, not to find a conceptual frame-
work for crit. within lit., but to attach crit. to one
of a miscellany of frameworks outside it"—no one
of which has any theoretical precedence over any
other. "There are no definite positions to be taken
in chemistry or philology, and if there are any to

be taken in crit., crit. is not a field of genuine
learning. . . . One's 'definite position' is one's
weakness." The proper framework, for Frye, must
be derived solely from "an inductive survey of the
literary field." For Frye, as for Leo Spitzer, all
"systematic study alternates between inductive ex-
perience and deductive principles," of which
study p. furnishes half, but not more. Some theo-
rists, far more knowledgeable about theory than
lit., have eagerly approved Frye's remark that,
even now, "we have no real standards to distinguish
a verbal structure that is literary from one that is
not" (13). But Frye also insisted that "crit. cannot
be a systematic study unless there is a quality in
lit. which enables it to be so."

Frye in 1957 despaired of any "consolidating
progress" in crit. Nearly a half century later, after
a profusion of new approaches, crit. seems to have
borne out his prediction with a vengeance. All this
work notwithstanding, the fundamental matrices
within which any p. must be framed remain the
same. It is as certain that we cannot know a thing,
fully, without inquiry into its relations with the
other things in the world with which it interacts,
as it is that these interactions, much less the other
things, are not the thing itself. The theory Frye
sought, a "coherent and comprehensive theory of
lit.," which would explain, of literary works, why
they are so and not otherwise, still lies before us.
It will not be a scientific theory, and it must make
a place for the reader's interp. of texts within both
cognitive and cultural frames. It must resolve the
continuing problematic—unstable, antinomian—
of subjectivity and objectivity (q.v.) posed for the
modern world by Kant. It must give a better ac-
count of what meaning itself is. But it must also
recertify the simple fact that common readers
automatically certify fictive and patterned texts as
literary and aesthetic rather than utilitarian (or
ideological), and that they look upon these as
delivering a certain version of "truth" superior to
history—as Aristotle himself held. The insight of
Aristotle was that poets show us true universals in
fictive particulars (see CONCRETE UNIVERSAL).
Theory must rediscover the author and the con-
cept of expressiveness. Lang, itself may no longer
be the model for such a synthesis, though the
nature of verbal representation will be a key com-
ponent of any account ofpoiesis, for all representa-
tion whether visual or verbal is a making, a con-
structive activity, a poiesis.

For more extended discussion of the foundation
of Western p. in mimesis, see REPRESENTATION
AND MIMESIS; IMITATION. For alternatives thereto,
see GENEVA SCHOOL and ROMANTIC AND POSTRO-
MANTIC POETICS. For the relation of theory to
poems, see POETRY; PROSODY; RHETORIC AND PO-
ETRY; THEORY. For discussion of the ontological
status of poetry, see POETRY; for the theoretical
basis of p. in poetic form, see VERSE AND PROSE;
PROSODY; SOUND. For typology of the critical ori-
entations in Western p. concerning poetry, see
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POETRY, THEORIES OF. Modern criticism is sur-
veyed in TWENTIETH-CENTURY POETICS and ana-
lyzed in CRITICISM and METACRITICISM. See also
MEANING, POETIC; INTERPRETATION; PHILOSOPHY
AND POETRY; FEMINIST POETICS; LINGUISTICS AND
POETICS; ETHICS AND CRITICISM; PLURALISM.

T.V.F.B.
B. Historical Scattered commentary on poetry

as entertainment and didactic instrument appears
in the West as early as Homer (e.g. Iliad 2.484,
Odyssey 8) and Hesiod. Commentary on poetic
making first appears in Pindar, who emphasizes
skill and technique. The 5th-c. Sophists, attacked
by Plato as deceivers, studied verbal effects exten-
sively, though for a rhetorical end, persuasion. But
Western p. begins with, and is still framed largely
in the terms established by, Plato and Aristotle.

Plato's views on poetry are inconsistent, but in
general they derive directly from his metaphysics:
the world of material reality presents appearances
that are only an imitation of the truth of things as
manifested in the world of ideal Forms. Poetry as
a made object consequently produces images that
are copies of copies and so twice removed from
reality. Truth inheres only in nonmaterial Forms,
then poems deceive. This makes them dangerous.
And if only Forms contain Being, then poems have,
in fact, only diminished Being if any at all. At
Republic^, Plato uses mimesis to denote all artistic
activity as imitation of reality, though elsewhere he
uses it in the sense of "discourse." In the Phaedrus
Plato seems to espouse the doctrine of poetic
inspiration (q.v.) by the Muses, i.e. the doctrine of
"poetic madness" (q.v.); on this account the poet
is a mere mouthpiece for the gods, making p., as
Tigerstedt remarks, superfluous.

Aristotle is the first writer in the West known to
have constructed a taxonomy for the systematic
study of lit. Like Plato, Aristotle recognizes mimesis
as imitation, but conversely he treats it as a natu-
ral, pleasurable, and productive human drive.
Too, the emphasis falls not on the veracity of the
mimesis in the end or even the kinds of things it
produces but on the skillfulness of it at the hands
of the poet and its convincingness: poietikeis not a
class of objects but techne, i.e. "making." Aristotle
is not directly concerned with "the nature of po-
etry" in the Poetics: rather, he is concerned with
the art of poetry, the skill of making poetry that
will succeed in moving its audience (Else). Aris-
totle reverses the attribution of Being from an-
other world to this one: now the poem itself has
Being; the ideas it "contains" or evokes are of only
secondary reality. Further, form for Aristotle is not
extrinsic to things, as it was for Plato, but intrinsic:
the acorn contains the pattern for the oak.

Aristotle is not much concerned to discriminate
categories or kinds. The modern concept of "lit."
only arose in the 18th c., and the modern concep-
tion of rigidly defined genres, which the Ren.
attributed to Aristotle, is a misunderstanding of
him—in short, a modern invention (Rosenmeyer).

The Poetics lays down a rudimentary schema of
genres at the outset, though the account seems
incomplete or mutilated; what the modern reader
notices most is that Aristotle gives very little atten-
tion to what we think of the lyric. His interest is
the chief artform of his time, verse drama. Conse-
quently mimesis is for Aristotle "an imitation of
actions, shaped into special forms by the tech-
niques of a skilled artisan" (Adams). Had he taken
a wider view or had in front of him an extensive
lyric trad., he might have framed his definition of
mimesismore widely, as the portrayal of an external
object through the skillful manipulation of a me-
dium—in drama, action, in poetry, rhythmical
speech. In either case, features of extrinsic form
are not much of interest to Aristotle, who presum-
ably would have approved the modern doctrine of
the inseparability of form and content.

Hence Aristotle minimizes the boxes-with-la-
bels approach to literary form: poiesisis a making,
a process, and the point of the Poetics is the artful
and successful carrying out of that process, not its
ends, which will never emerge in precast or pre-
dictable forms. "The forms of the process of mak-
ing are the various technical ways in which the
process of composing can be worked out. What
matters is the art," not the products thereof
(Rosenmeyer). In this process, mimesis is a means
not an end. Aristotle conceives poetry as the mak-
ing of fictions that achieve verisimilitude (q.v.)
through imitation. And the chief means to that
end is structure, or plot (q.v.), not character,
thought, diction, melody, or spectacle. The aim of
the Poetics is not to copy nature or even, so much,
to move audiences but rather, as Howell says, "to
discover how a poem, produced by imitation and
representing some aspect of a natural object—its
form—in the artificial medium of poetry, may so
achieve perfection of that form in the medium
that the desired aesthetic effect results" (46).

As for the "aesthetic effect," Aristotle is obvi-
ously aware of the issue, since the Poetics discusses
the effects of tragedy on the emotions of the audi-
ence. We can only wish he had framed it more
widely. Aristotle's account of catharsis (q.v.), which
seems to be taken over from ancient medical
speculation, concerns the arousal of certain emo-
tions in the audience, apparently so as to purge
them. But this is not the major issue, and if it were,
rhet. would be indistinguishable from poetic. As
Howell points out, Aristotle clearly makes a dis-
tinction between rhetoric and p., on which sub-
jects he wrote two different treatises: the distinc-
tion seems to be essentially that poetic works are
mimetic—they create their effect by the telling of
a fictional story—whereas rhetorical works are
nonmimetic—they affect their audience by pre-
senting factual evidence, logical argument, and
persuasive appeals. The orator achieves credibil-
ity and acceptance by making statements and of-
fering proofs which his audience sees as directly
relevant to the circumstances at hand and based
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on facts, while the poet produces a story which
does not pertain, literally, to the situation at hand
and is clearly not factual but from which they are
to extract universals by inference (57; italics added).

In Roman times, lit. declined while forensic
rhet. flourished as the vehicle of civic discourse;
rhetoricians nevertheless encouraged the study of
literary works for figuration (so Quintilian on
Homer). Horace follows Aristotelian concepts
closely in his letter to the Piso family on the art of
poetry (Ars poetica}; however, he places greater
emphasis on craft and revision, and he identifies
the ends of verbal art as not merely aesthetic but
also didactic: to delight and to instruct. Horace
was read and his Ars poetica imitated widely
throughout the Middle Ages. Aristotle was how-
ever lost throughout the Middle Ages, preserved
only in Alemanni's mistranslation (1256) of Aver-
roes' Middle Commentary (1147) on an Arabic tr.
of the Gr. text. In the early Middle Ages, poetry
was treated under the aegis of grammar, though
after the 12th-c. Ren., the study of poetry was
again taken up under rhet. in the artes poetriae of
John of Garland, Matthew of Vendome, and Geof-
frey of Vinsauf (see RHETORIC AND POETRY). But
even here the distinction between rhet. and p. is
thin: what is distinctively poetic is prosody. Ver-
nacular treatises on the art of poetry all take their
example from Dante's De vulgari eloquentia (ca.
1303-5), which argued that the range and power
of poetry in the vernaculars was equal to that in
the Cl. langs., but these are few, esp. in Occitan.
In late medieval France, p. is associated once
again with music (see VERS MESURES).

With the Ren. came the recovery of texts of
Plato (tr. 1484), Aristotle (Lat. trs. 1498 and 1536,
Gr. text 1508, It. tr. 1549), Cicero, and Quintilian.
The Ciceronian tripartite division of styles (high,
middle, low) and the concept of decorum (q.v.)
were restored. After Robortelli's commentary
(1548), critics mix Aristotelian concepts with
Horatian (Herrick). The premises on which Ren.
p. (q.v.) proceeds are not foreign to Aristotle: the
ends are Horatian—to delight and instruct—and
the means are mimetic. The "rules" (q.v.) hard-
ened into prescriptive doctrine, most particularly
in the case of the "Dramatic Unities," epitomized
in Boileau's Art of Poetry (1674). Pope's art of
poetry, the Essay on Grit. (1711), was inspired by
Boileau. The 18th-c. emphasis on "imitation" (q.v.),
as in the classicizing crit. of Dr. Johnson, is how-
ever not mimetic but formal: "Nature" (q.v.) is now
more than the world perceived by the senses. The
insistence by Ramus in the Ren. that invention and
arrangement belonged to logic left to rhet. only
the study of style and delivery. Hence 18th-c. rhe-
torical treatises on elocution are monuments of a
discipline reaching its end. The most powerful
thinking about lang. and mind—Locke, Leibnitz,
Condillac, Hume, Rousseau—no longer takes
place in the domain of rhet., which is reduced to
a confused classification of figures and tropes (see

FIGURE, SCHEME, TROPE).
It was not until the turn of the 19th c. that

Western p. began to detach itself, fully, from Aris-
totelian and mimeticist premises. The rise of aes-
thetics as a branch of philosophy in the 18th c. (A.
G. Baumgarten, Reflections on Poetry, 1735, tr.
1954) had strengthened the objectivist approach
to p., but not enough to withstand the effects of
Kant and Hegel, who develop a new metaphysics
in which the object is conceived in terms of its
cognitive representation by the subjective per-
ceiver, making "objective" and "subjective" mutu-
ally permeable fields (see ROMANTIC AND POSTRO-
MANTIC POETICS) . Romantic p. turns away altogether
from the conception of poetry as an imitation of
the external world, in favor of a more creative
emphasis on the poet's expression of a vision
which transcends the merely personal, based on a
creative conception of mental imagination (q.v.).
Poems now no longer conform to the neoclassical
theory of genres but may each grow organically
(see ORGANICISM). The romantics revolted
against what they saw as the inert and mechanical
formalism of neoclassical rhet., esp. ossifications
such as "poetic diction" (see LEXIS), though in
their poetry they continued to exploit the re-
sources of verbal figuration. Key romantic ac-
counts of p.: A. W. Schlegel's Berlin lectures on
the theory of art (1801-2), Wordsworth's "Pref-
ace" to the third ed. of Lyrical Ballads (1802);
Coleridge's Biographia literaria, esp. ch. 13 (1817),
Shelley's Platonic Defense of Poetry (1821), and
Hegel's lectures on aesthetics (1820-29; pub.
1835, 1842; tr. T. M. Knox 1975). Romantic p.
lasted for over a century, having a late manifesta-
tion in the expressionistic theory of Croce (see
EXPRESSION).

In the first half of the 20th c., movements in lit.
crit. foregrounded the distinction between literary
and nonliterary discourse. Rus. Formalism (1919-
30; q.v.) reacted against postromantic vagueness
in lit. and against psychology with a return to the
word, to the literary device (Sklovskij), and to
structural relations as opposed to features, making
literariness the defining characteristic of verbal art.
Most of their work consequently came round to
verse-theory (see PROSODY). In Am. crit., literary
and rhetorical analyses were deeply intertwined:
New Critical close reading usually subsumed
rhet., and Kenneth Burke treated lit. as explicitly
rhetorical, a kind of modeling system for human
emotion and action. Aristotle himself is revived in
the 20th c. by the critics of the Chicago School
(q.v.), inspired by Richard McKeon and R. S. Crane.

These movements were opposed in the second
half by movements wherein the distinction be-
tween literary works and nonliterary is dissolved,
usually in favor of a larger and more synoptic
account of discourse. Now discourse was studied
as a system, and the effort was to discover processes
that apply across the board, not merely in lit.
Increasingly, the concept of "text" was extended to
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everything: all human artifacts and institutions
were textualized. Structuralism (q.v.), which was
first Czech then influenced Fr. anthropology be-
fore migrating to Am. lit. crit. in the 1960s and
'70s, was developed on the model of linguistics,
hoping to discover the underlying rules and con-
ventions which make lit. possible for the members
of a culture in the same way that grammatical
rules make speech itself possible. Jakobson him-
self in an influential early study identified two
traditional rhetorical figures, metonymy and meta-
phor (qq.v.), as two fundamental cognitive modes,
dysfunctions of which appear in aphasics. Efforts
to revivify traditional rhetorical theory such as that
by Group Mu approached the same synthesis from
the other direction, also aiming at a larger account
of discourse.

Fr. structuralists such as Roland Barthes,
Gerard Genette, and Tzvetan Todorov make clear
that the focus of p. has shifted from the literary
work itself as text to the system that makes it
possible. "The work is a fragment of substance,"
says Barthes, but "the Text is a methodological
field" (Image 156). What is wanted in a struc-
turalist p., says Culler, is not yet another interp. of
Moby Dick but rather an understanding of how the
institution of lit. functions at all. Now it is the
"study of the institution rather than participation
in it that is the proper business of p." (Seamon).
For Barthes, the "science of lit. can never be a
science of content, but only of the conditions of
content"; its aim is not to discover meanings but
"to know how meaning is possible, at what cost and
by what means" (Partisan Rev. (1967] 87). This
work led naturally into theory of signs or semiotics
(q.v), where meaning becomes a system of rela-
tions, not a set of entities.

But the analogy from grammar did not work
out: the constraints on interp. turn out to be social
conventions (see CONVENTION), which are very
different from linguistic rules. And it was but a
step from meaning-as-relations toDerrida's appro-
priation of Saussure so as to claim that all meaning
is endlessly deferred, never capable of being fixed.
Deconstruction (q.v.) aimed to show that literary
works do not control their meaning but are in fact
partly controlled by forces of which they are un-
able to speak. In such a condition, critics must
therefore revert to rhetorical analysis, which De
Man made central, as "rhetorical crit.," to decon-
structive praxis. Like its predecessors, deconstruc-
tion too foregrounded the nature of figuration in
lang., but now to show not design, coherence, or
unity of meaning but rather the reverse, incomple-
tion and incoherence, the generation of meanings
other than or antithetical to those intended by a
writer. One prominent Yale critic was led into
musings on nihilism, and fascist associations by
both de Man and Heidegger were discovered.
Derrida's original aim, if it was to authorize new
voices, ended up authorizing no voices at all.
Marxist literary critics watched the swift collapse

of virtually all the Soviet-influenced Marxist
economies. In the rapid collapse of systems, voices
grew shrill.

Still, deconstruction rested on only one model
of lang.; and like all theories, and in line with its
own tenets, it must necessarily be blind to its own
premises. De Man allied it to formalism as but one
more type of close reading. From the vantage of
the next century, deconstruction may come to
seem a mere emetic, a fast-acting purgative for the
mimetic excesses and textual fixations of New
Critical and structuralist formalism, which ex-
cluded all reasonable consideration of persons,
situations, history, life as lived. The decade of the
1980s witnessed a reversion in crit. to issues of
gender, race, culture, power, ideology, and history.
From the vantage of the next century, these move-
ments should be seen as having restored some of
the richness of literary experience to an exces-
sively arid, insulated, and theoretical crit. wherein
the text became a mere pretext. But in the stimu-
lus of turning away from the word toward culture
and history, we must not forget that we have not,
thereby, solved the problems of meaning and in-
terp. that have repeatedly been shown to be cen-
tral to the very nature of lang. and lit.: those
problems still remain, still await answers. Too
many critics have forgotten what F. R. Leavis once
said in his book of the same title: that lit. is a way
of knowing; that it is distinct from other ways of
knowing and not to be subsumed in any other
modus cogitandi', and that if we ignore lit., we turn
away from not merely our greatest cultural arti-
facts but from a centrally human mode of recog-
nition, from ourselves.

See now CLASSICAL POETICS; MEDIEVAL POET-
ICS; RENAISSANCE POETICS; BAROQUE POETICS;
NEOCLASSICAL POETICS; ROMANTIC AND POSTRO-
MANTIC POETICS; TWENTIETH-CENTURY POETICS.

C. M. Gayley and F. N. Scott, Intro, to the Methods
and Materials of Lit. Crit. (1899); B. Tomasevskij,
Teorija literatury: Poetika (1927); M. Dragomirescu,
La Science de la litt. (1929); M. T. Herrick, The P. of
Aristotle in England (1930), The Fusion ofHoratian
and Aristotelian Lit. Crit., 1531-1555 (1946); R.
Ingarden, The Literary Work of Art (1931, tr. 1973);
W. L. Schwartz, "Some 20th-C. Arts poetiques"
PMLA 47 (1932); Patterson—Fr. arts of peotry,
1328-1630; E. Staiger, Grundbegriffe der Poetik
(1946, tr. 1991); P. van Tieghem, Petite hist, des
grandes doctrines litteraires en France de la Pleiade au
Surrealisme (1946); A. H. Warren, Eng. Poetic The-
ory, 1825-1865 (1950); Auerbach; Abrams; Cur-
tius; W. K. Wimsatt, Jr., "Rhet. and Poems," The
Verbal Icon (1954)—enumerates five relations of
theory to poems; F. L. Will, "The Justification of
Theories," Phil Rev. 64 (1955); M. Weitz, "The
Role of Theory in Aesthetics," JAAC 15 (1956);
Wellek; Wellek and Warren; LA rt poetique, ed. C.
Charpier and P. Seghers (1956); B. Markwardt,
Gesch. der Deutschen Poetik, 2d ed., 5 v. (1956-67),
"Poetik," Reallexikon 3.126-57; Frye; G. F. Else,
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Aristotle's Poetics: The Argument (1957), Plato and
Aristotle on Poetry, ed. P. Burian (1986); F. Martini,
"Poetik," Deutsche Philologie im Aufriss, ed. W.
Stammler, 2d ed. (1957), 1.223-80; Weinberg; R.
Wellek, "Literary Theory, Grit., and Hist.," "The
Term and Concept of Lit. Grit.," Concepts of Crit.
(1963), "Evolution of Lit.," "Lit. and Its Cognates,"
DHI; Poetica Pre-platonica, ed. G. Lanata (1963); P.
O. Kristeller, "The Modern System of the Arts,"
Ren. Thought II (1964); K. Borinski, Die Antike in
Poetik und Kunsttheorie, 2d ed., 2 v. (1965); E. N.
Tigerstedt, "Poetry and P. from Antiquity to the
Mid-18th C.," DHI; R. Harriott, Poetry and Crit.
Before Plato (1969); R. E. Palmer, Hermeneutics
(1969); E. Leibfried, Kritische Wiss. vom Text
(1970); C. Guillen, Lit. as System (1971), ch. 9;
Lausberg, sect. 1156-1242; J. Buchler, The Main
of 'Light (1974); F. Svejkovsky, "Theoretical P. in the
20th C.," Current Trends in Linguistics, 12, ed. T. A.
Sebeok (1974)—esp. for Gen, Rus., Czech, and
Polish; W. S. Howell, P., Rhet., and Logic (1975);
G. Pasternack, Theoriebildung in der Literaturwiss.
(1975); S. H. Olsen, "What Is P.?" Philos. Q. 26
(1976); B. Hrushovski, "P., Grit., Science," PTL 1,1
(1976); W. K. Wimsatt, Jr., "In Search of Verbal
Mimesis," Day of the Leopards (1976) ;J. Lotman,
The Structure of the Artistic Text (tr. 1977); P. DJuhl,
Interp. (1980); U. Margolin, "The (In)depend-
ence of P. Today," PTL 4 (1980); Brogan; Group
Mu; T Todorov, Intro, to P. (1981); F. E. Sparshott,
The Theory of the Arts (1982); W. J. Verdenius, "The
Principles of Gr. Lit. Grit.," Mnemosyne^ (1983);
H. F. Plett, Englische Rhetorik und Poetik, 1479-
1660: Eine systematische Bibl. (1985); T. G. Rosen-
meyer, "Ancient Literary Genres: A Mirage?"
YCGL 34 (1985); Comparative P. / Poetiques com-
parees: Proc. 10th Congress, ICLA, ed. C. Guillen
(1985); R. Barthes, Crit. and Truth (tr. 1987); R.
Seamon, "P. Against Itself," PMLA 104 (1989); L.
Dolezel, Occidental P. (1990). T.V.F.B.

II. EASTERN. A. Theoretical. A systematic p.
emerges in a culture when lit. is viewed as a more
or less autonomous subject and is defined (by a
major critical mind) on the basis of a single literary
kind—drama or lyric. (No known p. is defined out
of narrative solely or primarily.) In the West, the
Gr. concept of the Muses (see MUSE) did not
directly lead to a p. because no single kind was
isolated as a model, and nonliterary kinds like
dance (Terpischore) and astronomy (Urania)
were commingled with more literary kinds. Sub-
sequently, however, as the titles of Aristotle's works
show, p. was considered autonomously among the
other domains of thought such as politics, ethics,
and metaphysics. And although the Homeric po-
ems existed as an important Gr. literary model,
Aristotle chose drama for his definition, appropri-
ately concentrating on its representation of action
and thereby producing a mimetic p. (see REPRE-
SENTATION AND MIMESIS; IMITATION). The Poetics
does give attention to narrative (which Plato had
labelled diegesis), but it defines lit. on the radical

basis of drama.
Unlike Western poetic systems, other systematic

p. among the lits. of the world are explicitly de-
fined out of lyric, and yet others without a formal,
explicit p. are lyric by implication. (The complex
Indian example requires later mention.) Lyric p.
are affective and expressive, being concerned with
the affected poet and/or reader and the words of
the expressive medium. Instead of concern with
representation of the world or of universals, and
hence preoccupation with issues of fiction (q.v),
the various affective-expressive p. focus on the
primacy of the affected poet, the words chosen to
give expression to what has proved moving, and the
reader/hearer who is affected in turn, sometimes
being moved to further expression, as when a Chi-
nese poet responds to a poem by a friend by using
the same rhyme pattern as in the affecting poem.

In their traditional versions, both affective-ex-
pressive and mimetic p.—unlike deconstruction
(q.v.)—presume a real, knowable world available
to knowledge and treatment. This philosophical
realism might be threatened historically by ex-
tremes of idealism, nominalism, or Buddhist an-
tiphenomenalism. In the enduring version, the
realism is dominant—sufficiently so that, in east
Asia, for example, it is assumed that, in the ab-
sence of evidence to the contrary, lit. is necessarily
factual. Because drama alone is necessarily fic-
tional (the players acting the roles of people they
are not), it poses a problem to affective-expressive
p. Drama is simply absent from major cultures
such as the Islamic and Semitic. In China it is slow
to achieve prestige. In Japan it does achieve early
prestige by being adapted to, or assimilated into,
lyric criteria. In east Asia, the philosophical real-
ism of the affective-expressive system is height-
ened by the inclusion (along with dominant lyri-
cism) of certain prized kinds of history in the
category which is the counterpart to Western "lit.":
Ch. wen, Japanese bun or fume, and Korean mun.

Affective-expressive p. offers a more complete
account of lit. than the mimetic, in the sense of
accounting for all four principal radicals of a p.:
the poet, the poetic expression, the reader, and
the world. To Plato and Aristotle, the affected
reader or hearer could not be a differentia of
poetry (in spite of catharsis [q.v.]) because affec-
tivism was also a property of (Sophistic) rhet. and
(Academic) philosophy, with philosophy consid-
ered paramount (see, for example, Plato, Phae-
drus). Western p. was not complete in recognizing
the affected reader until Horace created an affec-
tive-expressive p. from his practice of odes and
satires, writing, like Japanese critics, of words or
lang. and of affectivism in crucial passages of his
Arspoetica, the Epistula adPisones (46-72, 99-118,
309-22,333-44).

These fundamental distinctions between affec-
tive-expressive and mimetic p. are more complex
in historical practice. Something like a p. based on
narrative emerges, under affective-expressive
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dominance, in the "Fireflies" ("Hotaru") chapter
of the greatest work of Japanese lit., The Tale of
Genji (Genji Monogatari), and elsewhere in the
author's writing, where the models of history and
the Buddha's teaching are invoked. This was
within a century of the affective-expressive defini-
tion of lit. out of lyric in the prefaces to the Kokin-
shu (ca. 1010 A.D.) and modeled in part on the
"Great Prefaces" to the Ch. Classic of Poetry (Shi
jing). In India, the earliest major treatise, the
Natyasastra, concerned drama, but the strong re-
ligious emphasis continuing for centuries (and
making distinction between sacred and profane
impossible) prevented the emergence of a mi-
metic p. Mimesis was considered, but rejected as
psychologically untenable; the dominant empha-
sis on affect (rasa), expressive figures (alamkara),
and suggestion (dhvani, a kind of tertium quid) led
finally to a p. affective-expressive in major empha-
sis (see INDIAN POETICS). Even in the West, the
loss of Aristotle's Poetics until ca. 1500 led to the
dominance throughout most of the Middle Ages
of the Horatian affective-expressive model:
"drama" was considered to be the Ciceronian dia-
logue and "tragedy" the narrative De casibus kind.

Affectivism has proved the dominant element
in world p. In the West it has sometimes led to a
didacticism mainly unconcerned with expressiv-
ism. But affectivism itself has been conceived dif-
ferently in different cultures and times. In east
Asia, it was conceived in relation to both the poet
and the reader/hearer, whereas Horace's empha-
sis falls only on the latter. There are also differ-
ences in the relative importance of moral as op-
posed to all other kinds of affectivism. Horace was
concerned with both teaching and delight ("dulce
et utile," "audesse . . . prodesse"). Guided by
Confucianism, Ch. and Korean views tended to
emphasize the moral line while allowing for non-
didactic delight (see CHINESE POETICS).Japanese
views have not been without moral concern, par-
ticularly after the official adoption of a neo-Con-
fucian ideology early in the 17th c. But motivated
more fundamentally by Shinto happiness and an-
guish, and reinforced by the Buddhist sense of
evanescence, Japanese poets are seldom didactic,
and have even rebelled as far as possible against
neo-Confucian orthodoxy (see JAPANESE POETRY) .
Islamic love and mystical poetry (see LOVE PO-
ETRY; PERSIAN POETRY) are also highly affective in
their differing ways. And whatever the difficulties
of defining Indian p., all would agree that the
codified emotions (rasa) are central to under-
standing Indian views of the divine and human.

The results of any description or comparison
depend on scale. Considered alone, Eng. or Japa-
nese p. seems highly various and given to change.
Compared with Ch. alternatives, however, Japa-
nese p. seems more consistent and very different
from Ch. When Eng. (or some other Western) p.
becomes the basis of comparison, Japanese and
Ch. seem very much alike. The reason is that, in

spite of the medieval dominance of Western p. by
Horatian affective-expressive principles, Western
p. became centrally mimetic with the recovery of
Aristotle in the Ren. ("Representation" in Eng. or
Fr. and "Darstellung" or "Vorstellung" in Ger. are
the revealing terms, as concern with fictionality is
the betraying concept.) Nothing makes Western p.
seem more distinct, or parochial, than its mimetic
character. Even poets supposedly liberated from
their mimetic assumptions—Mallarme, Eliot—
look very like their European predecessors in com-
parison with their Ch. counterparts. Antimimetic
European writing itself differs from that written in
an affective-expressive p.; it differs in terms of the
definitions and the relative importance of the ma-
jor poetic constituents (poet, reader, expression,
world), differs in the expectations held for the
aims as well as the reception of poetry, and differs
in the standards of the necessary and valuable in
poetry.

B. Historical. See ARABIC POETICS; CHINESE
POETICS; HEBREW PROSODY AND POETICS; INDIAN
POETICS; JAPANESE POETICS.

E. Gerow, Indian P. (1977); E. Miner, "The
Genesis and Devel. of Poetic Systems," CritI 5
(1979), Comparative P. (1990); Miner et al., Part
1A. E.M.

POETICS AND RHETORIC. See POETICS; RHETO-
RIC AND POETICS.

POETRY (Lat. poema, poetria, from Gr. poiesis,
"making," first attested in Herodotus).

I. MEANS AND ENDS

II. SOUND AND MEANING

III. HEARD AND SEEN

IV. ONTOLOGY

I. MEANS AND ENDS. A poem is an instance of
verbal art, a text set in verse, bound speech. More
generally, a poem conveys heightened forms of
perception, experience, meaning, or conscious-
ness in heightened lang., i.e. a heightened mode
of discourse. Ends require means: to convey
heightened consciousness requires heightened re-
sources. Traditionally these have been taken as
the ones offered by pros., i.e. verseform: lineation,
meter, sound-patterning, syntactic deployment,
and stanza forms. Except for the three or four
hybrid forms so far developed in the West—the
prose poem, rhythmical prose and rhymeprose,
and the prosimetrum (qq.v.)—p. has traditionally
been distinguished from prose by virtue of being
set in verse (see VERSE AND PROSE). What most
readers understand as "p." was, up until 1850, set
in lines which were metrical, and even the several
forms of vers libre and free verse (qq.v.) produced
since 1850 have been built largely on one or an-
other concept of the line. Lineation is therefore
central to the traditional Western conception of p.
(see LINE). Prose is cast in sentences; p. is cast in
sentences cast into lines. Prose svntax has the
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